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MOTTO 
 
If you can dream it, you can do it 
Walt Disney 
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 The late my mother 
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ABSTRACT 
 
Disti Irfani Nurjanah, 2015. Friendly Tourism for People with Special Needs. 
English Diploma Program, Faculty of Cultural Science, UNS. 
 This final project report is written based on the job training at CV Explore 
Solo held on 2
nd
 until 28
th
 of March 2014. This final project report is also written 
based on a talk show conducted on 11
th
 of April 2014. This final project is 
purposed to give description of the talk show about friendly tourism for people 
with special need is and how the talk show socialize the friendly tourism to 
audiences. 
 The result of this report shows that the talk show was successfully held in 
to fulfill job training’s final project. Based on the talk show, friendly tourism for 
people with special needs is indicated by the providing of proper facilities which 
are needed by diffable hence the tourist attraction can be enjoyed by everyone. In 
order to realize the friendly tourism, there are some conditions. They are 
accessibility, attraction, accommodation, and amenity. In the other hand, it needs 
also law bases to develop and make the friendly tourism real. The talk show could 
also socialize “Pariwisata Ramah Diffable” to public as the expert speakers 
shared experience-based knowledge and gave motivation to make the friendly 
tourism real. 
 Therefore, the writer has some suggestions. First is for CV Explore Solo as 
a tour operator and tour consultant to make a special package for people with 
special needs. Second is for all of tourism department functionaries to concern 
more to the needs of difable tourists in order to make our country to be friendly 
for them. Third is for tourist object organizers to provide all tourists, people with 
special needs also, with excellent attraction and service. The last one is for all of 
tourism practitioner even travelers to always do effort in realizing friendly tourism 
for people with special needs. 
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